CHAPTER-4
PLANNING

Q1. How can dreams turn into reality?

Q2. Define planning?

Q3. Why should we plan (Long question).

Q4. How planning help /facilitate coordination?

Q5. Why do we say controlling is not possible without planning?

Q6. Give an example of plan framed in your school and implement it?

Q7. “Everybody cannot plan”. Why?

Q8. What is planning cycle and which feature of planning is reflected in it? .Why.

Q9. “We cannot always follow the plan and get predicted result”. Why?

Q10. Sketch the planning process?

Q11. What are planning premises? Explain.

Q12. How are financial plans evaluated?

Q13. What is the significance of follow up action in planning process?

Q14. Identify the type of plan mention in the following part and highlight 2 of its other feature:-

1) Details of the exact way of doing the work.

2) It quantifies the future facts and figures.

3) A prescribed way of performing a task.

4) These are ends which the management wants to achieve.

5) They are the basis for interpreting activities.

6) They define the broad parameters of decision making

7) They have the minutest details.

8) Simplest plan with no flexibility.